
 
 

What’s new in August - a little inspiration can be just the thing 
 

 Non-fiction books to help us live happier, more orderly lives and just be our better 
selves, sell themselves with the subtitle that tells what that book will do for us. I like a good 
self-help book and am happy if it does even one thing for me, so I set my expectations a little 
below the subtitles to avoid disappointment. But they are great for setting intent on the part of 
the authors. Plus, I believe we should go into every book giving the author the benefit of any 
doubt just as we should with people in general. Why not? 
 Marie Kondo is back with a co-author, Scott Sonenshein, and the book Joy at Work:  
Organizing Your Professional Life. I have a mixed relationship with Kondo but definitely respect 
her and think she has great ideas to pick and choose from. I like how she makes organizing 
about more than our stuff because, as anyone who has watched even one episode of Hoarders 
knows, it is about a lot more than that. She makes the case in favor of “the virtues of a clean 
and tidy desk.” This is about the impression we make and our ability to lay our hands on what’s 
important and dump what’s not.  
 Of course, this depends on one’s profession. A decent lawyer doesn’t usually have 
anything approaching a tidy desk but can still reach out and grab our file from the pile with no 
problem. And it is a rare English professor whose desk isn’t covered in papers and books. 
Where does one draw the line between looking organized and looking like he has nothing to do 
and no interests? What I love most about Kondo is that she generates conversations about 
these things and, of course, we can all use some tips. 
 That brings us to our next book – and I love the subtitle on this one – The Clutter 
Remedy: A Guide to Getting Organized for Those Who Love Their Stuff by Marla Stone. Stone 
pulls away from the slash and burn minimalist style of trash and donate to a recognition that, 
like that lawyer or that English professor, people often have stuff because they actually like or 
need it. Does that mean we have to live making a trail through our house among stacks of stuff 
piled on the floor? Of course not (see Hoarders reference). How to keep things we like and still 
control clutter could be genuinely helpful. 
 Segueing from our trashy offices and cluttered houses to our poor abused planet, there 
is the Lonely Planet publication, The Sustainable Escape, about how to find eco-friendly 
vacations and experiences. While we may not be able to travel extensively just at the moment, 
it is a good time to think about what kinds of vacations do we want in the future. As we see 



pictures of dolphins swimming up the canals of Venice now that the water is cleaner because 
tourism is on hold, and coyotes frolicking on the Golden Gate Bridge due to reduced traffic, 
what can we do to be helpful or else less invasive about our trips and treat ourselves to great 
experiences. This book tells us where we can go to help “protect wildlife and empower 
communities.” It details 180 possibilities from wildlife spotting to hanging out with nomads and 
their herds in Mongolia. If pandemic living is teaching us anything, it is how to think about our 
time differently and what we do with it. 
 There are many books on growing your edible gardens, but one cookbook takes an 
encompassing approach. Ruffage: a Practical Guide to Vegetables by Abra Berens comes up 
with 300 recipes and many photographs of how to cook vegetables that are “braised, blistered, 
roasted and raw.” One example caught my eye – shaved cabbage with chili oil, cilantro, and 
charred melon. As one reviewer said, add chicken, fish, or an egg to any of these recipes for 
protein and each becomes a whole meal. 
 It’s entirely possible that a better us will emerge in the not too distant future, and as 
always, your library is here for you. 
 Keep up with any changes on our FB site and website. And don’t forget summer reading 
cards are due August 15 in order to get prizes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  

 
 


